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Abstract The preparation and soft magnetic properties of

(Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0–4) glassy

alloys were investigated. This multicomponent system was

found to exhibit a distinct glass transition and a wide

supercooled liquid region of over 50 K before crystalliza-

tion. As a result, the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?x

Nb5 bulk glassy alloys with diameters up to 5 mm were

produced by copper mold casting. In addition to high glass-

forming ability, the Co-based glassy alloys also exhibit

excellent soft-magnetic properties, i.e., saturation magne-

tization of 0.54–0.72 T, low coercive field of 0.7–1.4 A/m,

and high effective permeability of 18,600–22,400 at 1 kHz

under a field of 1 A/m. Furthermore, the giant magneto

impedance effects of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27

Nb5 glassy ribbon at different driving frequencies were also

investigated. The results show that the largest impedance

ratio is as high as 138 % at the frequency of 2.5 MHz

under an ac current of 0.2 mA, together with high field

sensitivity of 12.5 %/Oe.

1 Introduction

As electronics becomes more prevalent in our daily lives,

most users are aware of only a few component types. An

internet search will bring up semiconductors, micropro-

cessors and transistors, but little about the magnetic com-

ponents that are essential to make those devices function.

In fact, soft magnetic materials are one of the most

important components for power electronics, electronic

compass, electronic current transformers [1–3], and so on.

Among the magnetic materials, ferromagnetic bulk glassy

alloys (BGAs) are an important components due to their

excellent magnetic properties, and since the Fe-(Al, Ga)-

metalloid system was synthesized for the first time in 1995

[4], a number of Fe- and Co-based BGAs have been

developed for the purpose of applications as functional and

structural materials [5–12]. Among them, Co-based BGAs

are drawing increasing attention due to their excellent soft-

magnetic properties, such as high saturation magnetization

(Is), low coercive field (Hc) and high effective permeability

(le) [8, 10, 13], especially for the amorphous wire and

ribbons, which exhibit giant magneto-impedance (GMI)

effect, that can be developed as high-sensitivity sensor

materials [14–16]. However, due to its poor glass-forming

ability (GFA), it was difficult to produce a large amount of

high quality fully amorphous wires, which limits the

extensive practical applications. So it is important to

improve the GFA of Co-based glassy alloys. Recently,

(Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)67B22.7Si5.3Nb5 BGA with diameters up to

4.5 mm was synthesized by copper mold casting [17]. In

this study, with the aim of further improving the GFA of

the Co-based BGAs, as well as developing high-sensitivity

sensor materials, we investigated the effect of B and Si

contents on thermal stability of the supercooled liquid

and cooling behavior of this alloy system. As a result,
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Co-based BGAs (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5

(x = 0–4) with diameters up to 5 mm were successfully

synthesized by copper mold casting. This paper reports the

preparation and magnetic properties of Is, Hc, le and GMI

effect for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5

glassy alloys.

2 Experimental procedure

Multi-component (Co,Fe,Ni)–B–Si–Nb alloy ingots with

nominal compositions of (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811-

Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0–4) were prepared by arc melting the

mixtures of pure Co, Fe, Ni and Nb metals, and pure B and

Si crystals in an argon atmosphere. Cylindrical alloy rods

with different diameters of 1–6 mm were produced by

copper mold casting. The structures of the samples were

identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu Ka radia-

tion. Thermal stability associated with glass transition

temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tx), and

supercooled liquid region (DTx = Tx - Tg) was examined

by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate

of 0.67 K/s. The liquidus (Tl) temperatures were measured

by cooling the molten alloy samples with DSC at a cooling

rate of 0.067 K/s. Magnetic properties of Is, Hc and le were

measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer under an

applied field of 400 kA/m, a B–H loop tracer under a field

of 800 A/m, and an impedance analyzer under a field of

1 A/m, respectively. The impedance measurements were

performed by a HP4294A impedance analyzer with four

terminal contacts and the test frequency is in the range of

1 kHz–10 MHz. The amplitude of the ac current was kept

at constant value of 0.2 mA during the sweep of the

applied field.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the DSC curves of the (Co0.6Fe0.3

Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0–4) glassy alloys

produced by melt spinning. It is seen that all of the alloys

exhibit distinct glass transition, followed by a large DTx of

over 50 K, and then crystallization. With increasing the B

and Si contents from x = 0 to 4, the Tg gradually increases

from 825 to 862 K, while the Tx quickly increases from

875 to 925 K, leading to an increase of DTx from 50 to

63 K. In addition, for these glassy alloys, it is clearly seen

that the area of endothermic peak, that is, the enthalpy of

supercooled liquid (DHendo) increases from 19.4 to 26.5 J/g

with increasing the B and Si contents. The DHendo value

indicates the stability of the supercooled liquid, so it is

considered that the thermal stability of the supercooled

liquid increases with increasing the B and Si contents. The

crystallization behaviour of these glassy alloys was inves-

tigated by XRD measurement. Figure 2 shows XRD pat-

terns of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5 glassy

alloy subjected to annealing for 1.8 ks at 875 and 895 K,

which are between Tg and Tx, and for 1.8 ks at 1115 K,

corresponding to the temperature just above the second

exothermic peaks, respectively. The XRD pattern of the as-

spun glassy alloy is also shown for comparison. It can be

seen that after the long time annealing of 1.8 ks at 875 and

895 K, some crystalline peaks can be seen. However, a

broad halo pattern was still observed clearly, which

means that glassy and crystalline phases coexist and has

the high thermal stability in the supercooled liquid

region. The primary crystalline phase was identified to

Fig. 1 DSC curves of melt-spun (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811-

Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) glassy alloy ribbons

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5

glassy alloy samples annealed for 1.8 ks at 875, 895 and 1115 K,

respectively. The pattern of the as-spun glassy alloy is also shown for

comparison
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(Co,Fe,Ni)23B6 phase, which is consistent with the former

results obtained from Co-based BGAs [18]. We also con-

firmed that the structure after annealing for 1.8 ks at

1115 K consisted of a-(Fe,Co), (Co,Fe)B and (Co,Fe)2B

phases. Therefore, it is concluded that the primary pre-

cipitation phase of the (Co,Fe,Ni)23B6 is in a metastable

state. The primary precipitation of the Fe23C6-type phase

having a complex fcc structure with a large lattice

parameter of 1.12 nm including 96 atoms [19], from the

network-like structure requires long-range atomic rear-

rangements of constituent elements, leading to the high

stability of the supercooled liquid against crystallization

[20]. The cooling behaviours of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x

(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0–4) glassy alloys were also

investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, with increasing B and Si

contents from x = 0 to 2, the Tl decreases from 1453 to

1283 K rapidly, with further increasing B and Si contents

to x = 4, the Tl increases to 1374 K again, which means

that increasing B and Si contents to x = 2 is effective in

decreasing Tl of the alloy system. As a result, the reduced

glass transition temperatures (Tg/Tl) of these glassy alloys

lie in a high value range of 0.568–0.657, and the parameter

of c [= Tx/(Tg ? Tl)] also lies in a high value range of

0.384–0.414. Further more, for the alloy with x = 2, there

are only two exothermic peaks and the interval of the two

exothermic peaks is quite small (24 K). All these features

mean that the alloy composition of x = 2 approaches a

deep eutectic point. Besides, the high value of Tg/Tl reflects

a low critical cooling rate for glass formation [21], in this

alloy system, the alloy of x = 2 exhibits the highest Tg/Tl

of 0.657, implying this alloy may exhibit high GFA,

compared with the other alloys in this alloy system.

Based on the results obtained from the heating and

cooling curves of DSC measurements, it is expected that

this Co-based glassy alloy system exhibits high GFA.

Then, we tried to prepare cylindrical glassy rods with

different diameters up to 6 mm by copper mold casting.

The glassy alloy rods were produced at all alloy compo-

sitions in this system. The critical diameters of glassy alloy

rods were 2.5, 4, 5, 4.5 and 3.5 mm for the alloys of x = 0,

1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 4 shows XRD patterns

of those cast alloy rods with diameters of 2.5, 4, 5, 4.5 and

3.5 mm, respectively. Only broad peaks without a crys-

talline peak can be seen for all of these rods, indicating the

preparation of a glassy single phase in the diameter range

up to 5 mm. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the outer surface and

morphology of the cast glassy alloy rods with diameters of

4, 4.5 and 5 mm. Their as-cast surfaces all appear smooth

and lustrous. No apparent volume reductions can be rec-

ognized on their surfaces, indicating that there was no

drastic crystallization during the preparation of these

samples. These results indicate clearly the preparation of

Co-based glassy alloy rods with diameters up to 5 mm.

Figure 5 shows the changes of Is, Hc and le at 1 kHz as

a function of parameter x for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x

(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 glassy alloys, the samples were

annealed for 300 s at temperatures of Tg - 50 K to

improve the soft-magnetic properties through structural

relaxation. It can be seen that with increasing B and Si

contents from x = 0–4, the Is decreases monotonously

from 0.72 to 0.54 T, which can be attributed to the

decrease of magnetic moment caused by the decreasing of

Fe, Co, and Ni contents and hence weakened the chemical

short range ordering in the amorphous state. The Hc is

1.4 A/m for the alloy of x = 0, followed by a monotonous

decrease to 0.7 A/m at x = 2 and then increases to 1.3 A/

Fig. 3 DSC curves of (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5

(x = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) alloys

Fig. 4 XRD patterns of the cast (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811

Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) alloy rods with critical

diameters of 2.5, 4, 5, 4.5, and 3 mm, respectively. The inset shows

the outer surface and morphology of the cast glassy alloy rods with

diameters of 4, 4.5 and 5 mm
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m, meanwhile, the glassy alloys show high values of le,

which lies in the range of 18,600–22,400.

Table 1 summarizes the maximum diameter, thermal

stability and magnetic properties of the (Co0.6Fe0.3

Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 glassy alloys. In addition

to high GFA, this Co-based BGA system also exhibits

excellent soft magnetic properties, i.e., high Is of

0.54–0.72 T, low Hc of 0.7–1.4 A/m and high le of

18,600–22,400 at 1 kHz under a field of 1 A/m. In par-

ticular, the alloy with x = 2 has the highest GFA (5 mm in

diameter) and good soft-magnetic properties, i.e., the low

Hc of 0.7 A/m, the high Is of 0.65 T and the high le of

22,400 at 1 kHz, respectively.

As we know, soft ferromagnetic materials exhibit GMI

effect, which is very important for high-performance

magnetic sensors [22]. In present Co-based alloy system, as

the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5 glassy alloy

exhibits excellent soft-magnetic properties, which may

show large GMI effect, we also investigated the GMI effect

of this alloy using the ribbons. The GMI profiles (DZ/Z)

were measured as a function of the external dc magnetic

field (Hdc) at various frequencies up to f = 10 MHz. The

results are shown in Fig. 6. The effect of two different

magnetization dynamics (domain wall motion and rotation)

is demonstrated in the GMI curves. It can be seen that at

low frequencies (f\ 1.8 MHz), the maximum DZ/Z was

observed at near zero field and the GMI profile had a

single-peak feature. In this case, the magnetization process

is still dominated by the domain wall dynamics. However,

as the frequency increased up to 10 MHz, the single peak

behavior evolved to a double peak behavior resulting in a

deep minimum at zero field and two well pronounced peaks

at the anisotropy field, Hk. Therefore, at 10 MHz, the

domain wall motion is strongly damped and the rotational

process mainly contributes to the impedance change [23].

In this process, the quasi-free magnetisation responds

quickly to the external oscillating magnetic field and gives

rise to a large transverse permeability [24]. Consequently,

the GMI ratio reached a maximum value and exhibited a

two-peak feature in the GMI curve. On the other hand, it is

noted that at the frequency of f = 2.5 MHz, the maximum

DZ/Z is as high as 138 %, which is about seven times

compares with the value at f = 200 kHz. The higher DZ/Z

value is likely due to the presence of its special domain

structure as transverse domains formed by a magnetome-

chanical coupling between internal stress and magne-

tostriction [25, 26]. Further increases the frequency, the

two-peak feature becomes more clearly and the maximum

DZ/Z decreases gradually, however, it still maintains 80 %

at the frequency of 10 MHz.

The frequency dependence of the maximum GMI ratio

[(DZ/Z)max] is shown in Fig. 7. In the frequency range of

0.1–10 MHz, the GMI effect first increases with increasing

Fig. 5 Changes in Is, Hc and le at 1 kHz as a function of parameter

x for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 glassy alloy

ribbons annealed for 300 s at Tg–50 K

Table 1 Maximum diameter, thermal stability, and magnetic properties of cast (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 (x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)

glassy alloy rods

Alloy Dmax

(mm)

Thermal stability Magnetic properties

Tg (K) DTx (K) Tl(K) Tg/Tl c DHendo (J/g) Is (T) Hc (Am-1) le

x = 0 2.5 825 50 1453 0.568 0.384 19.4 0.72 1.4 18,600

x = 1 4 835 55 1322 0.632 0.413 22.1 0.68 1.2 19,900

x = 2 5 844 60 1283 0.657 0.425 24.4 0.65 0.7 22,400

x = 3 4.5 853 62 1314 0.649 0.422 25.7 0.61 0.8 22,000

x = 4 3.5 862 63 1374 0.627 0.414 26.5 0.54 1.3 19,500
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frequency up to 2.5 MHz and then decreases at higher

frequencies. This trend can be interpreted by considering

the relative contributions of domain wall motion and

magnetization rotation to the transverse permeability and

hence the GMI effect [27, 28]. The frequency dependence

of the field sensitivity of GMI (n) also shows the similar

behaviour. As shown in Fig. 8, the n first increases dras-

tically at low frequencies and reaches to the maximum

value of 15 %/Oe at f = 1 MHz, which is more than two

times compared with the value at f = 200 kHz. Further

increasing the frequency, the n decreases smoothly to

4.9 % at f = 10 MHz.

Table 2 summarizes the maximum GMI ratio and field

sensitivity of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5

glassy alloy ribbon compared with different alloy systems

reported previously [25, 28–31]. The glassy alloy ribbon

exhibits rather high maximum GMI ratio of 138 % which is

higher than those of the previously reported alloy systems,

together with high field sensitivity of 12.5 %/Oe. It is there-

fore conclued that the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5

Fig. 6 GMI profile measured as a function of the external magnetic field at different frequencies for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27

Nb5 glassy alloy ribbon
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glassy alloy ribbon is attractive candidates for making highly

sensitive magnetic sensors.

Finally, we discuss why (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811

Si0.189)25?xNb5 glassy alloys exhibit a high GFA and good

soft-magnetic properties. First, the essential structural

feature in (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 fer-

romagnetic BGA system is the distorted dense random

network of trigonal prisms connected with each other

through glue atoms of Nb, leading to the high stability of

supercooled liquid against crystallization. Second, com-

pared with the [(Co1-xFex)0.75B0.2Si0.05]96Nb4 alloy system

[7], the contents of Nb and B, Si elements were increased

in present (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5

glassy alloy system, the mixing enthalpies for Nb and Fe,

or Co atomic pairs are -16 and -25 kJ/mol, while for Nb

and B or Si atomic pairs, the mixing enthalpies are as large

as -39 kJ/mol, respectively [32]. The large mixing

enthalpies of the atomic pairs lead to the increase of the

thermal stability of the supercooled liquid. On the other

hand, as shown in Fig. 3, adjusting the B and Si contents to

x = 2 can effectively causes the alloy composition to

approach the eutectic point, leading to the increases of Tg/

Tl from 0.568 to 0.657, while the parameter of c increases

from 0.384 to 0.425. It can be also seen in Fig. 3 that the

temperature interval between exothermic peaks decreases

with B and Si contents increasing from x = 0–2, implying

that the alloy composition of x = 2 is close to that of

eutectic alloy. These synergistic effects enable us to pre-

pare BGA rods with large diameters up to 5 mm. Further

increases B and Si contents to x = 4, the GFA decreases to

3.5 mm, which may be attributed to the composition of the

alloy deviated from the eutectic point as shown in Fig. 3,

where the temperature interval increases again when the B

and Si contents increase from x = 2–4. The origin of the

low Hc can be attributed to the low number density of the

domain-wall pinning sites [33], resulting from the high

Fig. 7 The frequency dependence of the maximum GMI ratio [(DZ/

Z)max] for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5 glassy alloy

ribbon

Fig. 8 The frequency dependence of the field sensitivity of GMI (n)

for the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5 glassy alloy ribbon

Table 2 Comparison of different alloy systems for maximum GMI ratio and field sensitivity

Composition Alloy status Max dc magnetizing

field (Oe)

Frequency

(MHz)

Max GMI Ratio

(%)

Sensitivity

(%/Oe)

Co69Fe4.5Ni1.5B15Si10 [28] Amorphous ribbon 120 6 70 7

Co66Fe4Ni1B14Si15 [25] Amorphous ribbon 150 4 42 –

Co84.55Fe4.55Zr7B4 [29] Surface coated with Co

(ribbon)

120 2 24 0.7

Fe73Si14B8.5Cu1Nb3.5 [30] Nanocrystalline ribbon 35 1 58 8

Co38Fe38Cr2Si8B14 [31] Amorphous wire 95 0.4 121 96

(Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811Si0.189)27Nb5 Amorphous ribbon 60 2.5 138 12.5
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degree of amorphicity and structural homogeneity pro-

ceeding from the high GFA [4].

4 Conclusions

In the present study, the GFA and magnetic properties for

the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811Si0.189)25?xNb5 glassy alloys

were investigated. The results obtained are summarized as

follows:

1. Co-based BGA system (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)70-x(B0.811

Si0.189)25?xNb5 with high GFA that can be cast into

BGA rods with diameters up to 5 mm was successfully

synthesized, which exhibits good soft-magnetic prop-

erties, i.e., high saturation magnetization of

0.54–0.72 T, low coercive field of 0.7–1.4 A/m, and

high effective permeability of 18,600–22,400 at 1 kHz

under a field of 1 A/m.

2. The GMI effect of the (Co0.6Fe0.3Ni0.1)68(B0.811

Si0.189)27Nb5 ribbon at different driving frequencies

was also analyzed. The largest impedance ratio (DZ/Z)

is as high as 138 % at the frequency of 2.5 MHz,

together with high field sensitivity of 12.5 %/Oe.

These excellent properties lead us to expect that this

Co-based ferromagnetic BGA system is promising for

future applications as functional materials.
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